Your solutions for Building Automation

TOUCHPANELS | INTERCOM | KNX VISUALISATION | NETWORK
The innovative features and outstanding design of DIVUS CIRCLE are upgrading the traditional intercom to an intelligent and essential device for the smart home, giving the entrance an unprecedented, appealing look.

It is your personal bodyguard, wall light and intercom all-in-one, and will thus increase safety and comfort. It monitors the approaching guest and, according to the time of day and a pre-defined scenario, regards him with a warm smile or a skeptical look.

The user interface is intuitive and can be configured depending on individual taste.

DIVUS CIRCLE is applicable to single-family homes, apartment buildings, offices and complex towers.
This touch panel combines the functions of a smartphone with building security functions. It is the product innovation for more comfort and security in every smart building.

A touch panel for your visions! DIVUS TOUCHZONE can be designed individually, where all your ideas and visions can be implemented with Android. DIVUS provides reliable and practical apps for room control and intercoms, which are pre-integrated into the panel. The elegant and subtle design of DIVUS TOUCHZONE is anything but intrusive, a feature that will surely make the device popular with architects and interior designers alike.
Display 25.7 cm (10") - 39.6 cm (15") - 47 cm (19")

Expanding your Options

This touch panel offers its user a unique level of comfort. DIVUS SUPERIO integrates the functions of home automation and becomes the central point of the home for both information and entertainment. DIVUS SUPERIO has an elegant capacitive glass touch display (10", 15" and 19"). As an additional highlight, the touch panel can be installed flush with the wall, which will give the impression of a stylish hovering object on the wall. Thanks to the extended performance and the memory expansion, the system integrator has many exciting possibilities to implement a Windows building visualization. The contents and integration of hardware and software interfaces are created by specialists according to the wishes and requirements of the customer.

New with Dashboard

Visualize function of third-party systems:
- Home automation systems
- Intercom stations
- Info- & entertainment software
- Multiroom control
- Alarmsystems

Let inspire you.

DIVUS HEARTBEAT

Your stable & secure network!

The solution for a STABLE, SECURE and CONTROLLED network. DIVUS HEARTBEAT is a hardware-software solution composed of a PoE+ enabled managed switch and an innovative manager. DIVUS HEARTBEAT provides a secure area for the building services, door intercom systems and the home network. Through a firewall the networks are separated from each other and run safely and stably.

The advantages of DIVUS HEARTBEAT speak for themselves: it saves time and thus money, as the installation processes are simpler and faster. In addition, the troubleshooting is accelerated, as the system integrator is gradually guided through the “easy” navigation. Tedious troubleshooting and wrong configurations are a thing of the past.
KNX CONTROL
The easy KNX Visualization

With KNX CONTROL, DIVUS offers a complete visualization solution that is versatile, intuitive and quick to deploy, while covering the entire performance spectrum. The KNX SERVER, as well as the Stand Alone Panel KNX IQ, controls, manages and visualizes all components of your building. The intelligent control of the lighting, the intercom system, the energy management and many more, increases not only the comfort of the residents, but also the cost-effectiveness and security of the building.

DIVUS offers solutions for the visualization of small installations and complex buildings. The system is flexible, expandable and can be combined with many devices – in a quick, easy and cost-saving way. Thanks to the visualization DIVUS OPTIMA or DIVUS VISION, the building control is intuitive and easy. The high-quality design of the products, which can easily be integrated into the architectural image of each building and personalized if necessary, increases the visual value.

A HOUSE WITH DIVUS
**Touch panels for each application**

- **TZ07 – TZ10 – TZ15 – TZ19**
  - DIVUS TOUCHZONE

- **DD10 – DD15 – DD19**
  - DIVUS DOMUS

- **DM15 – DM19**
  - DIVUS MIRROR

- **DD2 – DD22**
  - DIVUS DIVA

---

**Intercom & apps**

- **DIVUS CIRCLE**
- **DIVUS VIDEOPHONE**
- **DIVUS APPS**

---

**Building Control, Visualisation & Network**

- **KNX CONTROL**
- **KNX IQ**
- **DIVUS HEARTBEAT**

---

**DIVUS®**

Show it. Control it.
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